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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór..
Thank you for the well put together and concise entry form complete with excellent map of the village of Silvermines.
The Sustainable Development Goals are at the heart of the United Nation’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development to address global environmental challenges.
Tidy Towns has integrated these goals into the competition by asking participating groups to demonstrate which 
goals their projects and actions help to meet.
The Committee number and core of volunteers is similar to last year and it is certainly a group that works to the one 
objective of positively showcasing the village and its surrounds.
The list of sponsors have been loyal over time and its is noted that you have a few additional supporters this year.
The last few years have been rather tough on community groups but it is brilliant to see Tidy Towns volunteers out 
doing work around towns and villages.
On the evening of this adjudication a volunteer worker was out with lawnmower looking after a communal area.
 It was noted that the village has a Men’s Shed and no doubt you are able to call on its members if required.
Your involvement with the local school has been strong down the years and having a committee member on the 
board helps.
The school children play their part by being involved in mini projects such as regular clean.
The methods of communication are the tried and trusted variety but one has noticed over last few years What’s App 
is the most popular social media way of getting group messages to intended targets.
32 years is a long time entering the competition and thank you for highlighting what it has meant for your 
community.
Silvermines is indeed a popular location for walkers using the trail head and it was important to install additional dog 
waste bins as many bring their canine companions with them.
The adjudciator was a little surprised that as a high end achiever in the competition that you had not included a 3 
year plan or an update of an existing one.
The maintenance and new projects listed and numerated on the map will be commented on in the relevant 
categories.
Maybe you could give consideration to this for next year’s competition.
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Your input in the entry form was brief but very much to the point and it was supplemented with the information that 
was numerated on the excellent map.
The adjudicator has made the following comments based on the adjudication walkabout under the guidelines of this 
category.
One notes that the murals on T Ó Ciarda, mentioned in last year's entry and report, have got very tatty and 
hopefully when the personal circumstances of the owners are better that they will be restored to original status.
Not too many old shop fronts have the old Irish lettering.
The quality of road surfaces and public footpaths was top class and it was noted that some new sections of the 
latter were put in place since this adjudicator last visited.
The RC Church occupies a focal point in the village and was maintained to a high standard, cannot recall if there 
was wheelchair access from the front.
If I’m incorrect in my assumption then I stand corrected.
Scoil NS Beal Atha Gabhann was in wonderful condition with lovely planting arrangements to be seen.
Credit must go to those  that look after this fine establishment
The school has an excellent website and one loves the school logo depicting book learning and hurling.
Hickies Bar with its attractive hanging sign looks as if it was fairly recently refurbished and has added a little 
something extra by the provision of colourful outside chairs
This is an establishment that proves popular with locals and walkers alike.
Several very attractive two storey village houses go back decades.
Aras Cohrain built in 1951 and home to the Silvermines Men's Shed could do with a little revitalization.
A Simple coat of upbeat colourful paint could do wonders.
The Miners Memorial was very well presented and it was appropriate that a plaque remembering those young men 
who lost their lives underground was in a prominent place.
Maybe the next comment would be more fitting in the Tidiness and Litter Control section but it's worth mentioning 
here as well- one or two boundary walls needed painting and a similar number of back areas need a little tidying up.
The village is virtually free from obtrusive overhead wires.
The Potting Shed area looked very well and all information and trail head signs were clean and tidy.
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The adjudicator has made the following comments based on the adjudication walkabout under the guidelines of this 
category.
One notes that the murals on T Ó Ciarda, mentioned in last year's entry and report, have got very tatty and 
hopefully when the personal circumstances of the owners are better that they will be restored to original status.
Not too many old shop fronts have the old Irish lettering.
The quality of road surfaces and public footpaths was top class and it was noted that some new sections of the 
latter were put in place since this adjudicator last visited.
The RC Church occupies a focal point in the village and was maintained to a high standard, cannot recall if there 
was wheelchair access from the front.
If I’m incorrect in my assumption then I stand corrected.
Scoil NS Beal Atha Gabhann was in wonderful condition with lovely planting arrangements to be seen.
Credit must go to those  that look after this fine establishment
The school has an excellent website and one loves the school logo depicting book learning and hurling.
Hickies Bar with its attractive hanging sign looks as if it was fairly recently refurbished and has added a little 
something extra by the provision of colourful outside chairs
This is an establishment that proves popular with locals and walkers alike.
Several very attractive two storey village houses go back decades.
Aras Cohrain built in 1951 and home to the Silvermines Men's Shed could do with a little revitalization.
A Simple coat of upbeat colourful paint could do wonders.
The Miners Memorial was very well presented and it was appropriate that a plaque remembering those young men 
who lost their lives underground was in a prominent place.
Maybe the next comment would be more fitting in the Tidiness and Litter Control section but it's worth mentioning 
here as well- one or two boundary walls needed painting and a similar number of back areas need a little tidying up.
The village is virtually free from obtrusive overhead wires.
The Potting Shed area looked very well and all information and trail head signs were clean and tidy.

This is a category that Silvermines has done well in over the years and this adjudicator was impressed with the  
ongoing work that has been done during 2021 and earlier this year.
All the areas listed on the map and mentioned in the entry form were visited by the adjudicator.
Silvermines as a village is blessed in that it's situated in the heart of a Sliabh Felim area a mecca for walkers on a 
year round basis who trek the Sliabh Felim Way.
These visitors must be impressed with the variety of shrub beds and individual planters in the village 
The new footbridge which was installed across the stream to replace the old timber bridge was admired for its 
practicality.
Well done on planting native Irish trees in various locations and these were well maintained and will add further 
enhancement to the village in the decades ahead.
All your existing ongoing maintenance work in the core area and on the extremities has been noted.
The adjudicator was impressed with planting arrangements at the Grotto, entrances into the village, and one 
elongated arrangement across from the Aras Cohrain.
Overall the standard was deserving of an additional mark.

As a  community you are very fortunate to have such a natural biodiversity asset such as the Sliabh Felim way and 
the preservation and promotion of various species of wildlife that exist in your area is of paramount important
Well done on maintaining existing fruit bushes and plants to encourage bee pollination, continued monitoring of swift 
nest in the village and of course the maintenance of  the ubiquitous bug hotel. 
The tree planting has been addressed in the previous category .
Grass areas in the outskirts of the village have been assigned as areas to support the pollination drive.
The adjudicator was wondering if any of your committee partook in a biodiversity workshops of late as these are a 
great way to network with other communities and become aware of Special Conservation areas and issues such as 
Biodivesity and the Law.
You could make contact with the County Environmental Office or the Wildlife Ranger if one exists in the Tipperary 
North.
Acessing the excellent Tidy Towns Handbook and the relevant section is another option 
More information on this subject is available from the National Biodiversity Centre based in WIT Waterford 
www.biodiverstyireland.ie and pollination updates www.pollinstor.ie
The part that the local school plays in many of the activities under this category should be highlighted in next years 
entry form.
Finally the Bio Diversity Information Panels seen in the village were very informative and easily accessed.

This category has been evolving in keeping with current EU and government policy as well as ‘best practice’ 
guidelines. 
It encapsulates how we try to minimize our use of all resources within the community so that we reduce our 
environmental impact
The objective in this category is now very much within the realm of promoting the concept of reducing the production 
of potential waste at sources such as excessive packaging.
It also asks groups to have an understanding of what this category means and awareness of the move towards a 
Circular Economy and implementation of Sustainable Development Goals.
What you have mentioned in the entry form very much fits within the guidelines and the use of recycled plastic 
material to make signage posts and using old election posters as backing for raised beds is very contributory to the 
ethos of the slogan” Doing more with less”
To get more out of this category access the Tidy Towns Handbook under this category as there is a myriad of ideas 
and relevant websites which can act as a trigger for new ideas.
As you have obtained relatively high marks compared to other areas in the category to date it will remain as it was in 
2021.
Some new ideas are needed for next year’s competition.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:



There is certainly not very much wrong with the village in the context of litter control or general tidiness.
The committee has had the goodwill of the local community who supports your efforts in this category.
Derelict or untidy unoccupied properties are at a minimum in the village and its surrounds.
Silvermines has a distinct advantage over other places of some of similar size, in that a disproportionate amount of 
traffic is not a problem.
The School children are very much part of your litter patrols as well as being of practical help they will learn the 
value of controlling litter for the well being of the local environment.
The adjudicator has already mentioned a few side and back areas that were untidy but overall the standard was 
quite good.
It is suggested that you expand a little more in next year’s entry form.
Give some indication of litter management plans or litter control strategies as well as participation in initiatives such 
as National Spring Clean, and County Litter Leagues for next year's entry.
The retention of the mark that you received last year is recommended.

Circular Economy and implementation of Sustainable Development Goals.
What you have mentioned in the entry form very much fits within the guidelines and the use of recycled plastic 
material to make signage posts and using old election posters as backing for raised beds is very contributory to the 
ethos of the slogan” Doing more with less”
To get more out of this category access the Tidy Towns Handbook under this category as there is a myriad of ideas 
and relevant websites which can act as a trigger for new ideas.
As you have obtained relatively high marks compared to other areas in the category to date it will remain as it was in 
2021.
Some new ideas are needed for next year’s competition.

Residents of the village have a definite handle on what Pride of Place means,
This year’s adjudicator was also very impressed with how private residences and farmsteads were maintained and 
presented.
Some had very well planned and managed frontages and gardens.
It would be remiss of the adjudicator to single anyone out so well done to all and sundry.
As stated Silvermines is blessed to have some old traditional village houses that are well preserved and these 
greatly enhance the village.
Contribution to the SDGs was noted in the use of LED lighting
The use of community compositors is highly recommended in communities but they have to be constructed in a 
manner that they won’t attract vermin
Does the community have a composter or even two?
Overall the standard was very good

The standard of presentation of entrances into the village was uniformly good and the basics of grass verge 
maintenance, clean and visible directional/speed signs, and nice attractive entrance signage were very much to the 
fore.
Well done on planting shrubs and trees in areas outlined  in the map
 The entrances from both sides of the R499 gave an inviting feel to the village with beautiful granite name stones 
enhanced by planting arrangements and of course the Tidy Towns Medal Status recognizing the bronze and silver 
medal status of the village in 2013,14,15 and 2020.
The entrance in from the R500 and by Kilmore Cemetry was equally as good with some additional new native trees 
planted that will in time mature over time.
The entry up to the Trailhead has a wonderful wildflower meadow, bug hotel, and an interesting information panel 
giving the history of Silvermines Fairgreen.

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

A visit to Silvermines is always welcome and this adjudicator spent some time in past years accessing the various 
walks that are part of the attraction of the area.he 
You have done well in the competition over the years but there is more potential to do even better.
Give consideration to putting together a 3 year plan for the 2023 entry.
A plan always gives a focus and time schedule for work activities.
You are wished well in the years ahead.


